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According to a Harvard academic whose advice many businesses have followed,
there are three basic ways to build a business: do everything to keep your
current customers, sell more stuff to your current customers, or sell more stuff
to new customers.

It makes me wonder if our political class would do well to study hard — be it with Mr Harvard
or at the busy local kebab shop.

With both major political parties now struggling to get to 33 per cent of the primary vote,
volatile swings from election to election, and a growing number of Australians unaffiliated, you
would think there’s more writing on the wall than in a toilet in a punk rock club.

Our major political parties are experiencing losses in the core support they’ve always counted
on, not expanding into new constituencies, and offering bugger all that’s different from the
voters’ perspective.

Translation: losing regulars, not getting new customers, and not selling new products. If our
parties were indeed businesses, their owners’ eyes would be red from all the red items on the
profit-and-loss statement.

To borrow from a song: how did we get here?
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We have had seven prime ministers in 11 years. No wonder people have stopped buying what our politicians are
selling. Picture: Sean Davey.

Mark Textor, who has won more international campaigns than anybody else, was right five
years ago when he said there’s “two-speed politics” in our country.

In the fast lane, there’s all the pollies who rely on fidelity to their ideological factions to get
ahead, as well as an elite of media-driven “insiders” mesmerised by a left versus right cultural
war. That “war” involves less people than collect stamps as combatants but consumes
countless columns. They’re fuelled by Canberra gossip, faulty polling, think-tank membership
drives and Twitter. They are part of the fewer than 100,000 viewers who regularly watch The
Drum or Sky after the sun goes down.
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Does the Liberal Party still have a base? Picture: Mick Tsikas

In the other lane are the majority of Australians getting ahead with their regular lives and
seemingly disconnected from politics.

In between school runs, paying the bills, chatting on the sidelines at kids’ sport, fighting traffic
and setting aside for a holiday, they actually very much know what’s going on in their country’s
public affairs. They have strong value-based views about it too — but find nowhere to usefully
use them in our current set-up.

They therefore make an intelligent decision to not be too bothered.

With seven prime ministers in 11 years, you can see it’s a pretty logical choice for many to stop
buying what our politics is selling.

“Politicians are all the same”, the voters are saying. Picture: Daniel Pockett

“Politicians are all the same,” they say and opt out. These are the folks who cannot be easily
put into the convenient vectors that defined our politics for nearly three generations. The
middle-class or working-class vector — gone. The Catholics or the Protestants — gone. Country
or city — blurred by technology and mobility.

There’s no more “base” for the Libs when wealthy investors tell their fund managers to get out
of coal. There’s no more “base” for Labor when hi-vis tradies worry about the value of their
investment flats.

While the political parties were in irresponsibly intrigued with themselves in leadership
dramas, the community has reorganised itself using the internet and its interests.

The way we identify — the groups we choose to see ourselves as a regular part of — is rapidly
changing. But our politics isn’t changing at the same pace. Some examples of our new
“constituencies”:

■ 300,000-plus daily readers of Chinese language newspapers in Sydney;

■ 1 million-plus adults who regularly play video games;

■ 350,000 public servants in NSW;

■ Hundreds of thousands of Coles Little Shop collectors;

■ 750,000 War on Waste viewers;
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■ Some 3 million Netflix subscribers;

■ Some 5 million people with mental health concerns;

■ 90,000 IVF attempts; and

■ 80 per cent-plus of 250,000 indigenous people who are employed.

Voters seem to care more about Coles Little Shoppers than what is happening in
Canberra. Picture: David Caird

At a cafe in a regional town, I recently listened to the barista and farmer regulars exchanging
tips on at-home IT setups, routers and data plans. On the other hand, only a handful of
Australians could explain how our parliamentary system works.

A Second Reading speech has the same relevance to most people as a rotary dial telephone.

So does the “tell and sell” method of TV grabs and “key messages”, which the community
knows how to immediately select and delete.

The basic rules of our politics were written more than 100 years ago, and they no longer work
for a digital and extraordinarily diverse society.

Now, it’s not only godlike technology and social complexity that define us. It’s also the
Australian democratic spirit.
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Australians have found a new way to consumer politics — and it involves their phone. Picture: Steve Tanner

Around kitchen benches and workplace meeting tables, it is the norm that people not only hold
a view, but that they are fundamentally part of the decisions that impact on their lives.

Yet when we call those people “voters” they get to have their say — using a pencil on paper at
the ballot box — once every three or four years.

Every week, thousands of Australians are filling out all sorts of online surveys where
marketers, school administrators and employers want their opinion to be guided by.

It’s weird that formal democracy does less than current workplaces, schools and families to
promote real citizenship. The political conversation has become the least participatory one —
and that’s why it turns people off and needs to change.

People want to be heard, hold more power and have the opportunity to influence decisions.
The digital world gives us the easy means to reach out to vast numbers who are vastly
different. (By contrast, the digital world also shows us how important our direct relationships
remain.)
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Peter Shmigel was an adviser to five ministers and opposition ministers, two leaders of the opposition and two
premiers.

I don’t think I’m alone in hoping for a new kind of leadership. A leadership that retains values
while reinventing methods. A leadership that regards and trusts the public through, say,
regular digital votes on key issues at all levels. A leadership that knows how — in a rushed and
unreasonable world — to stop and listen with intent to its citizens. A leadership that is of this
very modern Australian people.

Pete Shmigel was an adviser to five ministers and opposition ministers, two leaders of the
opposition, and two premiers. He is now CEO of an industry association.
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